
Welcome to 3.091
Lecture 15

October 15, 2004



Special Welcome to
Family Weekend

DMSE Undergraduate Lab 8-107

DMSE Nanomechanics Lab 8-110

Open House 3:30 – 5:00 p.m. today



The Big Picture 
 
electronic structure       bonding       state of aggregation
 
Bohr atom primary: gas  
Bohr-Sommerfeld  ionic liquid 
quantum numbers  covalent solid  
Aufbau principle  metallic    
multielectron atoms  van der Waals 3.091 ☺ 
Periodic Table patterns 
octet stability secondary: 
  dipole-dipole 
  London dispersion 
  hydrogen 
 
classifications of solids: 

 bonding type 
 atomic arrangement



solid: that which is dimensionally stable, i.e., has a volume of its own 
 

 classifications of solids by atomic arrangement 
   ordered disordered 
atomic arrangement    regular    random* 
order long-range short-range* 
name  crystalline  amorphous 
   “crystal”     “glass” 
 



Early Crystallography 
 
Robert Hooke (1660): cannon balls 
- crystal must owe its regular shape to the 

packing of spherical particles (balls) 
 
Niels Steensen (1669): quartz crystals 
- all crystals have the same angles between 

corresponding faces 
 
Christian Huygens (1690): calcite crystals 
- drawings of atomic packing & bulk shape 





Early Crystallography 
(continued) 

 
René-Just Haüy (1781): cleavage of calcite 
- common shape to all shards: rhombohedral
- mathematically proved that there are only 

7 distinct space-filling volume elements 

 7 crystal systems 
~ 7 distinct shapes of “milk cartons” 
 

August Bravais (1848): more math 
- mathematically proved that there are 

14 distinct ways to arrange points in space 

 14 Bravais lattices 















a = f(r) 2r 4r/√3 2√2r
or 4r = √4 a √3 a √2 a

packing density 0.52 0.68 0.74



a

a



Crystallographic Notation 
 
position: x,y,z, coordinates, sepd by commas, no enclosure  
O: 0,0,0  A: 0,1,1  B: 1,0, ½  
 
direction: move coordinate axes so that line passes through origin 
- define vector from O to point on the line 
- choose smallest set of integers 
- no commas, enclose in brackets, clear fractions 

OB⎯⎯→   1 0 ½   clear fractions    [201] 

AO⎯⎯→    [011]  minus denoted by macron 

can denote entire family of directions by carats < > 
e.g., all body diagonals: <111> = [111], [111], [111], [111], etc. 

all cube edges: <001> 
all face diagonals: <011> 
all body diagonals: <111> 





plane: Miller1 indices – recall equation of a plane in space 
 

1x y z
a b c
+ + = ,  where a, b, c are intercepts of the plane with the

 x, y, z axes, respectively  
 

- let 1h
a

= , 1k
b

= , and 1l
c

= ,  so that  1hx ky lz+ + =  

 
- no commas2, enclose in parentheses (hkl) 
 
- can denote entire family of planes by braces { } 
 e.g., all faces of unit cell: {001} = (001), (001), (100), (010), etc.

- cool property: (hkl) ⊥ [hkl] 

 
                                                 
1 William Hallowes Miller, British mineralogist, 1839 
2 plane must not include the origin 
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Colored Golds: 
FCC with zest 

 
pure Au   yellow 
Cu(low)    yellow 
Cu(high)   pink 
Ni     white 
Al     purple 
In     blue 
Cr     green 




